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INTRODUCTION 
Delay-differential equations, or functional differential equations as they are 
frequently called, have become important in many fields. These equations 
have been studied by many authors and a moderate sized literature has been 
developed by Hale and his associates for the case where the equations are 
linear or slightly perturbed from the linear case. Cooke [l] has pointed out the 
need for further study of delay-differential equations with perturbed lag, with 
particular need for investigating the existence of oscillations. Although 
Perello [2] has established procedures for studying the oscillations of perturbed 
linear systems, the procedure fails to apply to Cooke’s problem. It is the 
purpose of this paper to establish that by a slight modification in Perello’s 
banach spaces, his procedure may be used identically in this case. We will use 
the notation which Hale and his associates have made standard and will 
assume that the reader is thoroughly familiar with their theory for linear 
autonomous functional differential equations. An extensive treatment of this 
theory may be found in Hale [3] and a brief sketch in Perello [2]. 
Perello considered equations of the form 
x’(t) = -qxt) + N(4 xt > i-4. (1) 
Here x(t) is a continuous map of R into Rn; st E ~~(6) s x(t + 0) is that 
member of CC--r, 01, the space of continuous maps of L-r, 0] into R” with 
the usual sup norm, which is obtained from x(t) by restricting it to an interval 
of length r that terminates at t; L is a linear functional from CC-r, 0] into R”; 
and N is a continuous map of R x C[-r, 0] x R into R”. 
Perello wished to establish the intuitively reasonable~ claim that when 
W,+, P) in (1) sa is t fi es conditions for existence and uniqueness of solutions 
(see Driver [4]), if N is periodic in t of period T, and becomes small as p does, 
then (1) has a T-periodic solution which tends to a T-periodic solution of the 
unperturbed equation x’(t) = L(x,) as p tends to zero. In particular, Perello’s 
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assumptions on N are that on R x C, x C---p0 , p,J, where C, = 
&#I E C[---r, 0] 1 I\$\\ < H), for some H and pa 
(i) N(t, #, CL) is continuous in (t, 4, p) 
(ii) N(t, 0,O) = 0 
(iii) W i- T, 46, P) = Wt, b, P> 
(iv) I WC A , i-4 - W, $3 ,141 G 70 P I7 P) II $1 - 42 II 
for bl , & E C, and p < H .T is continuous, nondecreasing, and ~(0,0) = 0. 
The smallness of 17 in assumption (iv) is the crux of Perello’s argument. He 
writes Eq. (1) as an integral equation according to Bellman and Cooke [Sj, 
and then follows exactly, with appropriately modified banach spaces, the 
perturbation procedures of Hale [6]. The integral equation defines a map 
from a certain banach space into itself which’because of assumption (iv) is a 
contraction map. Hence there is a fixed point which if certain parameters are 
properly adjusted becomes a T-periodic solution for the perturbed equation 
which tends to a T-periodic solution of the unperturbed equation as p tends to 
zero. 
We wish to consider equations of the form 
x’(t) = -bx(t - Y + pk(t, x(t))) (2) 
where b is a positive constant and Qt, X) is continuous, differentiable in x, 
periodic in t of period T, and 0 < K(t, x) < M. Here 
Although assumptions (i)-(iii) are satisfied, and N is lipschitzian, the lipschitz 
constant does not become small as p does. Thus Perello’s procedure falls 
apart here, frustrating our intuitive feeling that the same behavior just 
described should still occur. In the case where & < 44 and hence all 
solutions of the unperturbed equation x’(t) = --bx(t - r) tend to zero with 
increasing t, the existence of T-periodic solutions tending to zero with ,,L may 
be established by slightly modifying the work of’ Stephan 171. That the 
intuitive behavior does indeed occur will now be verified, and Stephan [7] 
may be reduced to an application of Perello’s procedure. 
NOTATION AND ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF LINEAR PROBLE~J 
The next two sections will reduce our problem to an “abstract alternative 
problem,” according to Bancroft, Hale, and Sweet [S]; this will greatly 
simplify the mapping procedures and give an abstract “smallness” condition 
1 The author wishes to thank the referee for the above formulation and his surges- 
tions which led to condiderable improvement of this paper. 
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to replace Perello’s condition (iv). The following is basically Perello’s 
procedure with the space C[-r, O] replaced by Cr[--r, 01. 
We shall need the following array of banach spaces where 1,. = [-r, 0] 
and IT = [0, T]. 
(i) %? = C1(I, , J@) II 4 II4 = suPeer,(l4(4l + I d’(Q)l> 
(ii) Y = C&-, W Ilm II = suit+ llyt 11% 
(iii) 2 = C(I, , R*) II 4*Nz = suPtEI$ I #)I * 
For a linear map L : V -+ R* we define the linear operator B : Y -+ Z as 
(B~c.,)(t) = r,‘(O) - Lyt 
where y,(a) E %. Then in this notation the linear functional differential 
equation 
r’(t) = LYt + 4t>, t 9 0, Y&3 = VW) (3’) 
may be written as 
By(.) = x. (3) 
It is well known from Hale’s work that solutions of (3) exist for each x E 2 
with representation 
Yc., = Jd + &.P* (4) 
Here J(,)(e) : IT x %7 -+ Y is the “fundamental matrix solution” associated 
with the homogeneous equation 
By(.) = 0. 
That is, J(.)(e) is Hale’s semigroup operator which is defined as 
Kt., is a right-inverse for B. One such inverse may be defined as 
K,z = : Jt-sX,,z(s) ds s 
as in Eq. (15) of Perello [2]. Here X,,(B) = 0 for --Y < 0 < 0 and X,(O) = I. 
Remark 1. A series of elementary calculations shows that the operators 
Jc., and K(.) have a “smoothing” effect and K(.)(e) : [r, T] x Z --+ V and 
J(.)(e) : [r, T] x V-+ $9 are continuous maps. Therefore the solution 
y(.) = yc.j(+, z) of (3) maps [r, T] X Q X Z continuously into g. 
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Suppose that one next imposes side conditions ryt.1 = 0, r : Y -+ Y, on 
the homogeneous equation where I’ is a continuous linear map. For the 
problem at hand I’y(.) = y0 - yT , which defines “T-periodicity.” 
Let X be the closed subspace of Y defined as 
x = {X(.) ( X(.) E y; l-X(.) = O] 
and let A = l3 Ix. That is, Ax(.) = Bx(.) for x E X. 
Assume the null space and range of A admit projections respectively 
denoted by Q and E. (This is true for the T-periodicity side condition.) Thus 
x0 = iv(A) and x0 = ax; &%2=i2 
20 = R(A) and Z” = EZ; EE = E. 
Thus the above may be phrased as 
THEOREM 1. The “boundary value” problem 
AX(.) = z(*) (5) 
?zas a solution if and only if (I - E) z = 0. If xf?, denotes this solution. Then 
x:, = xy., + M(.)x (z E Z”) where M(.) : Z” -+ X is a right-inverse for A. 
Remark 2. If xy., E X0 is fixed, then (5) has a unique solution. That is, 
Ax(.) = x(m); Sx(.) = a (69 
has a unique solution for (a, z) X0 X Z”. 
Remark 3. With this observation we may say there is a map 4 : 20 -+ Q 
such that 
Jq.)Z = f(.,d(Z) + &.)Z. 
Remark 4. Without loss of generality we may assume G?M~., = 0, for if 
not, w, = (I - Q) MC., is a right inverse of A which has this property. 
Therefore the solution of (6) x* = x*(a, x) has the form ~8, = a -+ &2(,)x. 
Collecting the above results, we have 
THBOREM 2. Given any (a, x) E X0 x Z, the problem 
Ax(.) = Ex, 52x(.) = a 
has a unique solution 
XT-) = a + iV(. 
where M(,)Ex = f&(Ez) + K(.)Ex. This will be a so&&ion of (6) if and only if 
(I - E) x = 0. 
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THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM 
Functional differential equations of the form 
r’(t) = LYt + w, Yt > P> 
where N : 1~ x Y x r--p,, , p,,] --+ 2 may be written as 
JXYC., - N-3 YC., , EC) = 0. 
If we impose side conditions of the form ry(.) = 0 the problem becomes 
AX(.) - N(-, X(.) , p) = 0 (7) 
which upon multiplying through by E and I - E becomes the equivalent 
problem 
AX(.) - EN(-, X(.) ) p) = 0 
(I - E) N(*, xc.) , p) = 0. 
(8) 
Problem (8) will in general have a family of solutions x* = %*(a, p) 
provided iV satisfies certain “smallness” conditions. To see these conditions 
we notice that a solution x* must satisfy 
xc.) = a + W.W(*, x(.) , P) 
where a is an arbitrary element of X0 = N(A). That is, ~*(a, p) is a fixed 
point of the map T,,, : X-t X defined by 
Ta,,q., = Q + J%,E.W-, xc.) , EL). 
Remark 5. Once A$,(cz, CL) is found, problem (8) reduces to finding (a, p) 
such that 
Equation (9) is known as a bifurcation equation associated with (7). 
To find a fixed point x*(u, p) of T,., one usually tries to find a closed 
bounded set U,,, such that T,,, is contracting on .?I,,, . That is, 
(9 Ta,, : Alp+ U,., 
(ii) II TGW - Ta,u%) II < A(Q, PC> II xc.) - m II 
where xc.) , %(.I E V,,, and A(a, p) < 1. 
If h(a, p) < 6 < 1, T,,, depends continuously on (a, r-l>, and U,,, C U, a 
closed, bounded set, then x*(a, p) will depend continuously on (a, p). 
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We now seek appropriate sets U,., on which T,,, is contracting. piiotice 
that QT,,, = a. Thus we are led to suppose U,,, has the form 
u,,, = (X(.) E x 1 Qq., = a, II w - a I! < Aa, k41. 
Geometrically, if X is a x-y-s space and !J projects onto the %-y plane, then 
U,,U is a vertical line segment through a. In order to show that there exists a 
p(a, E”) such that Ta3, : Urns, -+ u,,, , assume that N(=, x(.1 , EL) is continuously 
differentiable in a neighborhood of (a, 0) and that 
We then have 
ah7 
- (-, a, 0) = 0; 
%.) 
N(*, a, 0) = 0. WI 
where 
ddf = II W.$ ilLkxl .
From (10) we see that 
lii Z(a, p) = 0; lii qa, p) = 0. (12) 
We wish to show that (11) and (12) imply the existence of a p(a, p) such that 
T * fJct,,-t ua., - a,u 
Since we have already noticed that QT,,, = a, it remains only to show that 
there is a ,+‘a, p) such that \I Ta+x(.) - a 11 < p(a, p) for ali ~f.1 satisfying 
II xc.1 - a 11 < p(a, p). But from (11) and the definition of T,,, 
ii Ta>ww - a II < P(a, F) II q.) - a II + @, f-4 + 41 w - a II). 
Hence we want a p(a, p) > 0 satisfying 
Ka, P) + Pta, ~1 p(a, P) + 44 d da, 1-4 
or 
Ita, PI/P + Wa, r-L) - 1 G OWP- (13) 
Since from (12) lim,,, LY(a, p) = 0, lim,, Z(a, p) = 0, this last inequality 
can clearly be satisfied. 
2L[X, Z] is the space of continuous Iinear maps from X to 2 with tke usual norm. 
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To show that T,,, is contracting on U,?, it remains to show that there is a 
h(u, p) < 1 such that 
II Ta,,q.) - Ta,,q.) II d A@, P) II xc.) - %) II, 
But 
II Ta,p(.) - Ta,,.&.) II < St% P) II xc.1 - %., II + 4 x(.) - %.J It) 
where 
Since L?(z, p) is continuous in a neighborhood of (a, 0) and 9(a, 0) = 0, 
it is clear that for p(a, CL) sufficiently small there is a X(a, p) with the desired 
property. That is, 
for all xc.) , Zc.1 satisfying )I x(.) - a 11, IIZ(.) - a II < p(a, P). 
Thus if p(a, p) is selcted small enough to insure (13) and (14) T,,, is 
contracting on Ua5, . 
APPLICATION TO PROBLEM AT HAND 
In the following @(B) represents the basis for the generalized eigenspace 
of the homogeneous linear equation x’(t) = -Z+(---Y) corresponding to 
those eigenvalues A = (Ai} which yield T-periodic solutions. This eigenspace 
is denoted as usual by P(A) and the complementary space by Q(A). D is a 
matrix whose eigenvalues are the {Ai) with the same respective multiplicities 
as in the characteristic equation. ($,d) is Hale’s usual bilinear map on 
C[O, r] x C[-r, 0] and Y . p ie resents the basis for solutions of the adjoint 
equation (see Hale [3]) corresponding to A. d’(B) = @(B)(Y, 4) is the projec- 
tion of b(0) onto the subspace P(A) and similarly (bQ(t9) = 4(B) - $P(‘(e) is the 
projection onto Q(A). 
Identify X with the space of continuous T-periodic mappings from R into Q. 
(That is, I$., = x0 - xr in the equation defining X.) From Remark 1 
and the paragraph preceeding it, M as defined in Remark 3 will be a 
continuous map (in the norms indicated in the abstract formulation) of 
IT x 22 --+ X if (4 is continuous. But 
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which may be shown to be continuous in the appropriate norms by an 
elementary calculation. ((I - Jr)-r is nonsingular on Uo.) 
Note. Although Remark 3 discussed the continuity of Jl.$,*) and EC(.)(*) 
for time Y units to the right of the initial time t = 0 of Eq. (3’), the T-period- 
icity of our particular equation permits us equahy as well to assume the 
initial time as t = -T. Thus we may take J(.)(e) and K(,,(*) as continuous 
onIy+. 
Remark 6. Y(s) = (&(s),..., y!~~( 9) s is a basis for 2 - 2s and has the form 
Y(s) = Y(0) eWDs. For the inner product (~4, $} = j:#r(s) G(S) ds on 2, a 
new basis pmay be chosen such that (Y, q) = I. That is, <S/Q , J,&) = 6,, . 
Thus 
and (I - E) x = 0 is equivalent to &, (I/Q, x) z& = 0 or as is usually 
written 
J’ 
T 
e-y'(o) x(s) cl.7 = 0. 
0 
Hence E is continuous. 
The only thing that remains to be shown is that the N(., 4, ,E) of our 
problem is differentiable and the derivative has the above mentioned proper- 
ties. First recall K(t, 4(O)) is diff erentiable in its second arguement and let this 
derivative be denoted by K’(t, $(O)). Next, regard N(t, 4, EL) as a map of %7 
into A for fixed t and p Thus 
Now 
N(t, 4 + erl, p) = $(-r + &t, $(O) i- 499) - +(-y) 
+ ET(--~ + Ec& qW9 -I- 40999 - -I(-‘) 
and 
Thus 
N(t, +, E”) = #(-r -I- /-W> NJ999 - $(-r)- 
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But dividing by E and taking the limit we obtain 
From this last equation, we find that 
and hence there is a K(+(.) , ,LL) such that 
K($(., , ,.J) is continuous in both variables and vanishes when p = 0. In fact 
Thus our intuition is substantiated and Eq. (2) will have T-periodic 
solutions which tend to those of the unperturbed equation as TV tends to zero 
if a(p) is a root of the bifurcation equation. In the particular case when the 
unperturbed equation has no T-periodic solutions, as in Stephan [7], there 
is no bifurcation equation to contend with and the perturbed equation has a 
unique T-periodic solution which tends to zero with p. 
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